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CLEANSING ACTIVATION CARE

PHYRIS SKIN CARE CONCEPT
The unique 3-phase concept creates results you can see and feel – instantly and lastingly. For everyone who enjoys celebrating individual

beauty. PHYRIS represents unique inspiration.
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EXFOLIATION

TONIC
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SENSISOMI
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For skin that is perfectly cleansed and prepared for subsequent
care.

The unique cornerstone of PHYRIS. Activates the skin, depending on
the skin’s needs, and thus makes the subsequent care even more

effective.

Individual care ranges that offer exactly the right care for every age,
skin type and condition.
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Product name TERMASOMI GEL & SPRAY SENSISOMI BALM ULTRASOMI FLUID

Age Every age

Properties Refreshing, oil-free gel or spray that improves the skin’s
receptiveness

The skin is supplied with mineral substances and trace
elements

Soft anti-stress balm improves the skin’s own tolerance

Free from colors, perfumes and preservatives

Strengthens the skin’s immune system, balances and
stabilizes

Cell-activating fluid improves the skin’s vitality

New skin cells are built and the regeneration processes are
stimulated

Home application After cleansing and before care, apply an almond-sized amount and allow to absorb.
Afterwards apply the suitable care product.

Skin type
Skin condition

o, c, d
n

o, c, d
s

o, c
n, m

Active ingredients Thermal
Liposomes

Vitamin E

Deep Sea
Elements

Glucan

Oxygen

Native Essence

n = normal skin / s = sensitive skin / m = mature skin / o = oily skin / c = combination skin / d = dry skin
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TIME RELEASE HYDRO ACTIVE PERFECT AGE

For all customers who want to instantly and lastingly intensify
and/or enhance the results of their daily care cream by a

highly concentrated serum or serum mask.

For customers who love the skin sensation of freshness and
rich moisturizing and whose skin feels rather dry and rough

and/or is prone to tightness and fine lines caused by dryness.

For customers who want to do something good for their skin
and would also like to reduce the signs of aging, this range

offers modern anti-aging solutions.

This range’s six different active ingredient serums and masks
offer instant and lasting solutions for individual care intentions.

Tighter contours, reduced fine lines, additional protection or
moisturizing – all needs are fulfilled by the six most successful

active ingredients in cosmetics.

Different kinds of Hyaluronic Acid variations and high-tech
active ingredients replenish the skin’s moisture depots and
improve and extend the skin’s moisture-binding capacities.

Makes skin feel fresh and relaxed.

Different formulations offer the right anti-aging product for
every skin type, skin condition and customer wish. The care
goals of this product range are protection, smoothening and

rejuvenation.
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TRIPLE A LUXESSE PHYTO VITAL

For all customers who want to achieve the best results against
the signs of time, this range offers highly concentrated Retinol

products.
Thanks to different kinds of rich formulations, TRIPLE A is

suitable for all skin types.

For demanding customers who want a unique symphony of
completeness and efficacy, LUXESSE offers an exclusive

selection of care treasures.

For all customers who want to nourish and pamper their skin
with premium oils, vitamins and nutrients.

The latest generation of a Vitamin A concept for a complete
anti-wrinkle effect.

Three different kinds of Vitamin A fulfill all requirements of
maturing skin.

Highly effective products with triple effect for youthful skin
radiance, in elegant packaging with a unique fragrance and

silky formulations.

Rich formulations regenerate and revitalize the skin and make
it feel comfortably cared for, nourished and beautiful. They

protect the skin with premium oils, particularly during the cold
season.
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SENSITIVE DERMA CONTROL PROFINE

For all customers with sensitive skin which is prone to
irritations, allergies and redness, this range offers excellent

solutions.

For customers whose skin is prone to oily shine and
inflammatory blemishes and who would like a balanced and

calm complexion.

For all customers who would like a fine and evenly beautiful
complexion and would also like to prevent or reduce pigment

spots.

Highly tolerated products that care for, strengthen and calm
the skin. For a balanced, calm complexion and a pleasant skin

sensation.

Products with a light-as-a-feather formulation that are rapidly
absorbed and lastingly reduce annoying oily shine and

blemishes.
They are calming, balancing and result in a beautiful

complexion after just a few days.

Modern formulations and the latest generation of plant active
ingredients refine the complexion and lastingly reduce pigment

spots. For an evenly beautiful complexion.
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EYE ZONE SPECIALS DAY CARE NEW GENERATION

For all customers who would like to pay
particular attention to the delicate eye area as
this is where the signs of time tend to be the
most visible. Whether combination skin, oily
skin, dry skin, mature skin or sensitive skin,

PHYRIS has the right care for every skincare
need.

For all customers who want to add an
uncomplicated but effective and perfect
protection to their individual daily care.

For customers who would like to give their skin
particular protection, this range features

products that protect against photoaging. Tinted
day care products, as well as an anti-aging hand

care complete the daily care ritual.

For all customers who want to pamper their
skin with highly concentrated active ingredient
care. Either as an instant effect or as a course
of treatment, the NEW GENERATION products

can be flexibly combined.

Products with the conductive active ingredient
gold, in three different variations of texture

from gel to balm through to rich cream, can be
easily mixed and matched and are highly

soothing for the delicate eye area.

Due to their particularly light textures, the
products from this range are designed to be

individual care remedies that can be combined
with any care irrespective of age, care habits or

season.

These products are valuable remedies and can
be combined with all other ranges.

The special effect principle of this range is
about combining a main active ingredient with
an additionally supportive active ingredient to

achieve even more intense effects.


